Brandon Tyrone Harris-Crouch
October 22, 1985 - January 15, 2017

On Sunday, January 15, 2017 Brandon Tyrone Harris – Crouch (b- money ) unexpectedly
departed this life after several days of visiting and bidding family and friends a final
farewell GOOD BYE. Brandon was born on October 22, 1985 in Mt Holly, New Jersey to
Sheldon Harris and Barbara Rowe.Brandon was adopted at a young age, and he felt the
upmost gratitude to his birth family for placing him with his adoptive parents and family
who loved him “unconditionally."
Brandon received most of his primary years of education at the Crouch Christian Academy
in Willingboro, New Jersey and the Kings Christian School in Cherry Hill, New Jersey. Like
many other children and teenagers around his age, Brandon became interested in sports
and music. He relentlessly debated that he would never make it to the pros or in the music
industry if he didn’t transfer to a public school system. Well that was one of the few
debates that he happened to win. June of 2004, Brandon graduated from Burlington
County Institute of Technology in Westampton, New Jersey receiving both a high school
diploma and a certificate in Culinary Arts. Several weeks after graduation Brandon began
basic training as a US Army Reservist in Fort Jackson, South Carolina. In which
successfully completed basic training and classes in diesel mechanics. For Brandon, this
was not just a great accomplishment, but a goal that made him very PROUD.
Brandon as a youngster was always thinking way beyond his years. For some unearthly
reason he never wanted to stay a child’s lane. His wittiness coupled with his arrogant
behavior let him tell it, landed him many grueling and boring conversations with mom. He
would say things “like ok, ok mom stop talking I’ll take the whipping. Yet there was a side
of Brandon that would either charm or convince you to act in his favor. He was
kindhearted but at the same time if you caught him wrong he was full of fight. Stubborn but
if you had skills he would cooperate. Serious thinker and debater yet had the funniest
laugh and raw sense of humor. Brandon the thinker, Brandon the dreamer, Brandon the
child who at the age of 4 years old spent time jumping off things attempting to fly. Or the
little eight year old wanting to hang out at the basketball courts and play ball with the older
kids get, a job as a paper boy to make his own money.speaks of the dreamer inside of

him.
Brandon's wisdom as a child coupled with his experiences as a teenager and curiosity as
an adult in the last several years of his life seemingly formulated greater challenges for
Brandon than he himself could imagine. Yet one of his last spoken of desires was to better
his life style. Brandon was currently employed at Popeye's in Willingboro, New Jersey as a
cook.
He leaves to cherish in his memories his parents, Archie and Carolyn Crouch of
Willingboro, New Jersey, two daughters Amani Zion Harris, Grovehill, Alabama, La-daisha
Harris,Willingboro, New Jersey, two brothers Jonathan Adams-Crouch, Willingboro, New
Jersey Shawn Harris, Browns Mills New Jersey, six sisters, Cheryl Townsend, Pasadena,
Maryland, Heidi Herndon (Fred) Woolwich, New Jersey, Eunice Harris, Mt Holly , New
Jersey, Quayonna Rowe-Crouch, Christina Roberts, Khadijah, Mecca and Egypt Cope all
residents of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and a host of relatives and friends.

Events
JAN
28

Visitation

09:00AM - 11:00AM

Christian Faith Assembly
810 Marne Highway, Hainesport, NJ, US, 08036

JAN
28

Service

11:00AM - 12:00PM

Christian Faith Assembly
810 Marne Highway, Hainesport, NJ, US, 08036

